
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Key Stage 2 Summer:  Year 2 

WHY? 
Children will be intrigued to 
discover and learn about 

Viking times and the legacy 
they have left behind. They 

will be fascinated by the 
landscapes of Scandinavia 

today and find out more 
about these European  

countries,   

English: 
Through this topic we will read quest and adventure stories and 
respond as communicators and writers. We will learn about then 
write letters and postcards e.g. a letter from a Viking on a voyage. 
We will look at rhyming couplets and learn about the Scandinavian 
poems Kinnings. 
 
 
 

Mathematics: 
As mathematicians we will be continuing to develop our ability to 
use all 4 number operations to solve every day real life problems. 
The children will continue to develop their understanding of frac-
tions, and larger numbers. Measuring activities will focus on capac-
ity and estimating how much a container will hold. Learning to read 
scales will be important. Telling the time  and using money will also 
be revisited. We will learn about fractions and decimals where ap-
propriate.   
 
 

Science:  Forces—Pushes and Pulls, Teeth and diet unit 
As scientists we will be exploring and investigating magnets and 

springs, looking at how they are used to help us in everyday life. 

We will also investigate pushes and pulls, friction and air re-

sistance. We will be looking at transport used by the Vikings and 

how they travelled.  Teeth will be a separate unit.  

  

SMSC / PSHE 

History: 
As Historians we will be exploring the Viking struggle for the Kingdom of 
England and looking at where the Vikings came from, why and how they 
settled in Britain and what everyday life was like. We will discover the signifi-
cance  of King Alfred during this period and also the extent of  
Viking exploration. Our historical skills will be developed through the  
analysis of primary sources and researching the Jorvik Viking centre in 
York.  

Design & Technology: We will create our own Viking town using wood-
work ‘jinx’ frames to make individual Viking longhouses and boats. We will 
learn how to measure, mark out and use tools accurately and safely. After 
studying  examples of weaving patterns, techniques and learning about weft 
and warp, we will create our own piece of weaving. 

Art and design: We will be exploring how the sea is portrayed in pictures, 
mixing sea colours and studying the artist Maggi Hambling & Turner before 
creating our own sea pictures using a variety of media.  
After exploring   patterns on Viking shields, we will design and make our 
own. ( Up Helly  Aa  festival In Shetland) 

PE: 
Outdoor and adventurous activities., Staffordshire Challenge, Sports day.  
Sailability 
Competitive sports, Bikes and swimming. 

Music: 
Use BBC School  radio resources to learn Viking Saga songs .  Listen  to 
Sibelius—Scandinavian composer.  

Vicious Vikings 

PSHE: taking responsibility 
for others  
 S: Team work building games 
– tug of war etc.  

M: Sex and relationships edu-
cation 
S: Important rituals  
C:  

 

Scandinavian vocabulary 
International dimension: Scandinavian food.  

RE:  Compare and contrast the use of symbols, actions and ges-
tures used by worship in different communities.  
 

 

Geography: 
As geographers we will look at compasses and consider the map work skills 
used by the Vikings when sailing. We will also look at the similarities and 
differences between areas of Scandinavia and the UK.  

Computing: 

CS—build on programming skills by applying abilities to a range 
of situations e.g. directing a beebot as a boat to a certain place 
after trying the algorithm and de-bugging, then using the same 
skills to direct within an online game. 


